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Aaron Bravo

Sales Highlights:

Aaron’s success has included the following key metrics –

Highlight #1

Since leaving memoryBlue, I’ve been promoted two times in two years and have transitioned from Inside 
Sales into a Field Specialist responsible for covering 30 states and all of Canada.

Highlight #2

I was recruited by the VP of Software Enterprise to become a Field Specialist and currently, I am the 
youngest person on my team by approximately 20 years. 

Highlight #3

In terms of business, I've been credited for closing just shy of $5M within my inside sales and field roles.  
Large customer accounts that I was involved with included getting crime prevention software within New 
Orleans PD, Cleveland PD, and Boca Raton PD.  These sales have gone into saving lives, reducing crime, 
and improving officer safety within massive cities while also utilizing technology for law enforcement 
agencies to police efficiently.

Field Software Sales Specialist
Motorola Solutions
memoryBlue Exit Year: 2017



Aaron Bravo
#1: Explain why you deserve to be memoryBlue's 2019 Phenom Award Winner. Add and/or expand 
on information from your initial application (where possible). 

I believe I deserve to be memoryBlue’s 2019 Phenom Award Winner for a variety of reasons, but I think 
it’s best demonstrated through the story of how I got to where I am today.  After leaving memoryBlue, 
I was thrown into the mix of a hybrid role between what I was used to doing (SDR work) and account 
management.  

While Motorola is a fortune 500 company, the software enterprise space almost has a start-up 
mentality to it, as the foundation of the company is not revolved around software.  This meant that 
processes weren’t established, the personnel in the company was short staffed, and the software 
solutions themselves are constantly changing (let’s also not forget about the $1.2M quota I was 
responsible for).  There were times where I was extremely frustrated and sometimes couldn’t even get 
away for lunch due to volume of meetings, but I didn’t let that discourage me.  It turned out to be a 
blessing in disguise, as I created lots of fundamental practices for our software suite (that are still used 
today), built relationships with account managers/field representatives, and collaborated with the 
product team to enhance our offering.  All those connections and long days in the office propelled 
my status at Motorola.  I soon became known as the “Command Central Guy” and was asked to do 
company-wide videos explaining the suite that Motorola would use for social media posts and 
customer presentations.  

The combination of having all this material with my name/face attached to it along with crushing my 
quota led to conversations with multiple VPs in Motorola (TVP, RVP, etc) until I was asked by the VP of 
Software Enterprise what my ambitions in the company were and if I was ready to move on.
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Aaron Bravo
Answer continued (if needed)

After accepting the role to move from Inside Sales to a Field Specialist, I was given 13 states 
as well as all of Canada as my territory.  As you can imagine, with such a large territory 
and having customer-facing duties, the travel component of the job was something that 
was new to me.  I was now a part of a $12.5M quota and working with colleagues who 
were almost twice my age.  

After about 6 months of working in this role and beginning to learn the ins and outs of 
balancing all the travel and sales cycle responsibilities, Motorola decided to combine two 
of the software suites together to make software sellers rather than individual product line 
seller.  My inside sales role was a part of the ILPS team (intelligence-led Policing Solutions), 
whereas my field role was part of DEMS (Digital Evidence Management Solution).  Since I 
was the only one with knowledge of both lines, my territory and responsibilities were 
altered again.  This time I would oversee 30 states and all of Canada (which is my current 
territory).  My weeks now comprise of traveling to 2-4 cities (per week) and meeting with 
our public safety agencies all over the US and Canada to explain the benefits of these 
solutions.  

This is why I think I deserve the Phenom Award.  While I know the other Finalists all have 
extremely impressive resumes, my world is constantly evolving and I need to be ready to 
adapt and work with my team to change the way law enforcement agencies can serve 
their communities.  All of this became possible through what I learned at memoryBlue. 
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